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SKU 629670
MACTAN CHAT SET

AMENDED ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS. 
PLEASE FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS DURING THE ASSEMBLY PROCESS

Updated Assembly Instructions
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tabletop as shown. Secure with Screws (E) using a Phillips Head Screwdriver (T-1; not included). Fully tighten 
but DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN. 

Place the Chair Top (C) upside down onto a padded, non-marring surface. Remove and discard the plastic caps that cover
the leg holes on the bottom of Chair Top (C). Next, remove Legs (D) from the packaging and also remove and discard the
plastic sleeve around each leg. The Leg (D) to Chair Top (C) connection is friction fit and no hardware is needed. 
IMPORTANT: To install each Leg (D) into the corresponding leg receiving hole, TWIST the leg assembly 
CLOCKWISE while pushing into the receiving hole with light pressure. Do not force the legs straight in,
twisting is required to fully seat the legs into the receiving holes.
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UPDATED ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR CHAIR
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Assembly is now complete and the products are ready for use. NOTE: Hardware on the table assembly may
loosen with time and use. Periodically check that all connections remain tight and adjust as needed. 

Ensure that each leg has been FULLY twisted into it's corresponding receiving hole. If you encounter resistance or if a
gap exists between the top of the leg and the edge of the receiving hole, remove the leg and re-attempt Step 2. To
remove a leg, apply moderate pulling pressure while twisting the leg COUNTER-CLOCKWISE until it is removed
from the receiving hole.

Once all 4 Legs (D) have been fully installed into Top Chair (C), carefully turn the chair assembly over. 
Repeat Step 2 (and Step 3 if needed) for the remaining chair assembly.
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